TWIN SOULS

No one knows you better than your Twin Soul.
TWIN SOULS

BeOne is much more than just a management software. Just like a twin soul this solution perfectly fits in with international forwarding, transport, customs and logistics activities.

BeOne is the flexible cloud solution, secure with multiple features.

No one knows you better than your Twin Soul.

WWW.BEONECLOUD.EU

REQUEST A DEMO
**BeOne Cloud Forwarding Suite** is Nova Systems' IT solution for forwarding, transportation, customs, and logistics and has many application potentials, which are downloadable and independent of the companies.

BeOne perfectly integrates for management of each activity: air and maritime traffic and land transport, customs, accounting, management accounting, business intelligence, CRM, spot offers, rates, WMS and electronic document storage. The priority for Nova Systems is the security of our server farm, which is guaranteed on all levels.

BeOne represents the global software solution for thousands of users all over the world and it is distributed through Cloud computing, thanks to a multilingual help desk that ensure assistance 24/7.
BeOne is the suite in Cloud that offers on-demand software solutions for companies who deal with forwarding, transportation, customs and logistics.

**Nova Systems**

is complete in every sense because it encompasses all the characteristics of a secure and reliable Information & Communication Technology Company. Innovation is Nova Systems’ vocation, which creates and supplies **software solutions for the forwarding, transportation, customs and logistics sectors.**

The quality of a company is measured also on the basis of the guarantees it is able to offer its clients. The system Certifications represent for Nova Systems an important objective, a journey aimed at continuous improvement.
Nova Systems is an experienced and reliable partner with a strong track record, proud of having 35 years of experience in the sector and clients around the world. Nova Systems is present and can provide its cloud services in every corner of the world where internet connections are guaranteed.